
KARTROMA SRL
VIA DELLA MURATELLA 49 00148 – ROMA

P.IVA 13874561007 – TEL. 06/65004962

Date_______________________

KART RENTAL REGULATION - RELEASE OF LIABILITY

Statement (please write in block letters)
I, the undersigned, first name___________________last name______________________
born____________________on__________________residing in_________________________
of Via/P.zza__________________________________n.__________Cap__________________
mobile___________________________ email_______________________________________
type of document______________ no.______________How did you find
us?_______________________

hereinafter referred to as the applicant, in relation to the rental of the go-karts, hereby accept the
following

CONDITIONS

1) Kartroma LLC will not be held responsible for any injury or damage that the applicant may
suffer, during the karting activity, due to the applicant’s negligent or involuntary conduct;
2) In the end, the applicant relieves Kartroma LLC of any liability from which the applicant
states that he/she has nothing to claim in relation to the careless exercise of the aforementioned
sporting activity;
3) Any clash or collision between karts, the act of exiting the track or races between
vehicles, incorrect or dangerous driving behaviors are forbidden. The transgressor may be
immediately removed from the track by the director without having anything to claim; on
the contrary, the rights of Kartroma LLC to compensation for any damages caused to the karts,
the facilities of the installation and/or third parties by the applicant remain unprejudiced and
unaffected;
4) The applicant is required to pay compensation for damages caused to karts or structures
due to the conduct referred to above;
5) Kartroma srl may, at its sole discretion, withdraw the club card from the applicant;
6) The applicant declares to be in good health and to have no condition that would hinder the
performance of sporting activities, including karting, also undertaking, after notifying the
association, to abstain from such activity, should their health change;
7) Pursuant to and for the purposes of Law no. 196 of  30.06.2003, relating to the consent of
personal data, the applicant declares to have read the articles 23, 26 and 43 of Legislative Decree
of 30.06.2003 and to be informed of what has been provided and established by the
aforementioned law, also in relation to the exercise of the relative rights while at the same time
giving consent to the processing of non-sensitive data concerning them by Kartroma LLC;
8) In the event of an accident, a medical report must be produced, with an alcohol and
toxicological test.
9) The applicant declares to have read the regulation, and to accept it in full.



Legible signature on both lines

Signature of consent of the applicant or of whomever signs in their stead

____________________________________

Pursuant to and for the purposes of articles. 1341 – 1342 of the Civil code, you declare that you specifically accept
the clauses referred to in nos. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.

Signature of consent of the applicant or of whomever signs in their stead

____________________________________


